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Addressing Neutrino-Oscillation Physics
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Nuclei are complicated quantum 
many-body systems;

Unprecedented accuracy in the 
determination of neutrino-argon cross 
section  is required to achieve design 
sensitivity to CP violation at DUNE 

More than 60% of the interactions at 
DUNE are non-quasielastic
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J.A. Formaggio and G.P. Zeller, Rev. Mod. Phys. 84 (2012) 

Theoretical tools for neutrino scattering,  
Contribution to: 2022 Snowmass Summer Study
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Why do we need more precision?
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Detectors measure the neutrino interaction rate:

A precise determination of σ(E) is crucial to extract 
ν oscillation parameters. Nuclear effects at near 
and far detector do not cancel

More on Chris Marshall’s talk

P (⌫µ ! ⌫e, E⌫ , L) =
�(E⌫ , L)

�µ(E⌫ , 0)
=

Ne(E⌫ , L)/�e(E⌫)

Nµ(E⌫ , L)/�µ(E⌫)
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Oscillations Require E𝜈 reconstruction
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C. Results

Both the M1 and M2 analyses find the point estimates
sin2 θ23 ¼ 0.514 and Δm2

32 ¼ 2.51 × 10−3 eV2=c4 when
assuming the normal mass hierarchy and sin2θ23 ¼ 0.511
and Δm2

13 ¼ 2.48 × 10−3 eV2=c4 when assuming the
inverted mass hierarchy. Table XXI summarizes these
results from the M1 and M2 analyses. Likewise, the

confidence intervals produced by M1 and M2 are similar.
Since the M1 and M2 analyses are consistent with each
other, only results from M1 are given below. Figure 27
shows the best-fit values of the oscillation parameters, the
two-dimensional confidence intervals calculated using the
Feldman and Cousins method, assuming normal and
inverted hierarchy, and the sensitivity at the current
exposure. The size of the confidence interval found by
the fit to the data is smaller than the sensitivity. This arises
because the best-fit point is at the physical boundary
corresponding to maximum disappearance probability.
The amount by which the region is smaller is not unusual
in an ensemble of toy MC experiments produced under the
assumption of maximal disappearance. The best-fit spec-
trum from the normal hierarchy fit compared to the
observed spectrum is shown in Fig. 28, showing as well
the ratio of the number of observed events to the predicted
number of events with sin2θ23 ¼ 0. The observed oscil-
lation dip is significant and well fit by simulation. The
calculated one-dimensional Feldman and Cousins confi-
dence intervals are given in Table XXII. Figure 29 shows
the -2Δ lnL distributions for sin2 θ23 and jΔm2j from the
data, along with the 90% C.L. critical values.

D. Multinucleon effects study

Recently, experimental [67,113–115] and theoretical
[24,25,116–129] results have suggested that the charged-
current neutrino-nucleus scattering cross section at T2K
energies could contain a significant multinucleon compo-
nent. Such processes are known to be important in
describing electron-nucleus scattering (for a review, see
[130]), but have not yet been included in the model of
neutrino-nucleus interactions in our muon neutrino dis-
appearance analyses. If such multinucleon effects are
important, their omission could introduce a bias in the
oscillation analyses. Since low energy nucleons are not
detected in SK, such events can be selected in the QE
sample and assigned incorrect neutrino energies.
A Monte Carlo study was performed in order to explore

the sensitivity of the analysis to multinucleon effects. The
nominal interaction model includes pion-less delta decay
(PDD), which can be considered to be a multinucleon
effect. As an alternative, we turn off PDD and use a model
by Nieves [24] to simulate multinucleon interactions for
neutrino energies below 1.5 GeV. Pairs of toy Monte Carlo
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FIG. 27 (color online). The 68% (dashed) and 90% (solid) C.L.
intervals for the M1 νμ -disappearance analysis assuming normal
and inverted mass hierarchies. The 90% C.L. sensitivity contour
for the normal hierarchy is overlaid for comparison.
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FIG. 28 (color online). Top: Reconstructed neutrino energy
spectrum for data, best-fit prediction, and unoscillated prediction.
Bottom: Ratio of oscillated to unoscillated events as a function of
neutrino energy for the data and the best-fit spectrum.

TABLE XXII. The 68% and 90% confidence level intervals for
the νμ-disappearance analysis.

MH 68% C.L. 90% C.L.

sin2 θ23 NH [0.458, 0.568] [0.428, 0.598]
sin2 θ23 IH [0.456, 0.566] [0.427, 0.596]
Δm2

32ð10−3 eV2=c4Þ NH [2.41, 2.61] [2.34, 2.68]
Δm2

13ð10−3 eV2=c4Þ IH [2.38, 2.58] [2.31, 2.64]

K. ABE et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 91, 072010 (2015)

072010-34

T2K, Phys. Rev. D 91, 072010 (2015) 
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Neutrino Experiments 
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Cherenkov detectorsTracking detectors
Neutrino Experiments 

1

Cherenkov detectorsTracking detectors

Cherenkov detector: kinematic reconstruction

Tracking detector: calorimetric reconstruction
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Neutrino-nucleus cross section systematics
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Current oscillation experiments report large systematic uncertainties associated with neutrino- 
nucleus interaction models. 

1HXWULQR�,QWHUDFWLRQV�3OD\�D�9HU\�,PSRUWDQW�5ROH

6��=HOOHU�_�1XFOHDU�(ĳHFWV�LQ�1HXWULQR�([SHULPHQWV� ��������

"$p��]YY<D]g<jQ][��"IkjgQ[]�ÃÁÃÁ

� [IkjgQ[]�Q[jIg<EjQ][�k[EIgj<Q[jQIh�<�Z<W]g�E][jgQDkjQ][�j]�jPI�hshjIZ<jQE�Igg]g�DkGOIj�Q[�
EkggI[j�[IkjgQ[]�]hEQYY<jQ][�IrdIgQZI[jh�¥IpI[�qQjP�[I<g�GIjIEj]gh¦

1HXWULQR�,QWHUDFWLRQV�3OD\�D�9HU\�,PSRUWDQW�5ROH

6��=HOOHU�_�1XFOHDU�(ĳHFWV�LQ�1HXWULQR�([SHULPHQWV� ��������

"$p��]YY<D]g<jQ][��"IkjgQ[]�ÃÁÃÁ

� [IkjgQ[]�Q[jIg<EjQ][�k[EIgj<Q[jQIh�<�Z<W]g�E][jgQDkjQ][�j]�jPI�hshjIZ<jQE�Igg]g�DkGOIj�Q[�
EkggI[j�[IkjgQ[]�]hEQYY<jQ][�IrdIgQZI[jh�¥IpI[�qQjP�[I<g�GIjIEj]gh¦

T2K, Phys. Rev. D 103, 112008 (2021) 
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Tuning
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Discrepancies between generators and data often corrected by tuning an empirical model of the least 
well known mechanism: MEC (“meson exchange”/two-body currents) 

Mis-modeling can distort signals of new physics, biasing measurement of new physics parameters 

Coyle, Li, and Machado, JHEP 12, 166 (2022) 

Studies on the impact of different neutrino interactions and nuclear models on the determination 
neutrino oscillation parameters are critical. These enable us to assess the level of precision we aim at.

Coloma, et al, Phys.Rev.D 89 (2014) 7, 073015
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A more fundamental approach
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Lattice QCD  
QFT in a Finite and Discretized Spacetime

Lattice Spacing :

1/Λχa << 

m⇡L >> 2⇡
Lattice Volume : 

Extrapolate to a = 0 and L =1

(Nearly Continuum)

(Nearly Infinite Volume)

Systematically remove non-QCD parts of calculation
11

Effective Hamiltonians and consistent currents Accurate nuclear many-body methods

Quantum Chromodynamcs Neutrino-nucleus interactions

H| ni = En| ni
<latexit sha1_base64="6Y5G8EPAjGiXHANL/C4gVYTYXYU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Y5G8EPAjGiXHANL/C4gVYTYXYU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Y5G8EPAjGiXHANL/C4gVYTYXYU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6Y5G8EPAjGiXHANL/C4gVYTYXYU=">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</latexit>

Jmn = h m|J | ni
<latexit sha1_base64="jrauiQ4lorweA8nDEod3LVus0Z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jrauiQ4lorweA8nDEod3LVus0Z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jrauiQ4lorweA8nDEod3LVus0Z4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jrauiQ4lorweA8nDEod3LVus0Z4=">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</latexit>
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Chiral effective field theory
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Tower of emergent phenomena in nuclear physics

“Effective field theory ” (EFT)
• Systematic construction of 

nuclear forces used to 
make predictions

• Each order includes 
nontrivial functions; 
equations to be solved are 
highly nonlinear

• Expectation is that output 
results are expansions in a 
small parameter, but not a 
Taylor expansion

Formulate statistical models for UQ in EFT 
including  Bayesian estimates of EFT 
truncation errors

Frontiers of Uncertainty Quantification for EFTs
Dick Furnstahl

EMMI Hirschegg Meeting,  January 2023

https://www.lenpic.org/

a0!

a1!

0!

BUQEYE Collaboration

Prior!
Posterior!
True value!

https://buqeye.github.io/
Jupyter notebooks here!

https://nuclei.mps.ohio-state.edu/

https://bandframework.github.io/

See also later talks and Frontiers in Physics volume on Uncertainty Quantification in Nuclear Physics

Slides: http://bit.ly/3vTc0IW
Wesolowski , et al, PRC 104, 064001 (2021) 

Systematic construction of nuclear forces used to make 
predictions

Exploits the (approximate) broken chiral symmetry of 
QCD to construct interactions

L(n) ⇠
⇣ q

⇤b

⌘n

~ 1 GeV hard scale 

Identify the soft and hard scale of the problem:

~ 100 MeV  soft scale 

Design an organizational scheme to distinguish 
between more and less important terms

Input that can be used in models for neutrino-
nucleus interactions

T. Djärv, et al, PRC 105, 014005 (2022)

Frontiers of Uncertainty Quantification for EFTs
Dick Furnstahl

EMMI Hirschegg Meeting,  January 2023

https://www.lenpic.org/

a0!

a1!

0!

BUQEYE Collaboration

Prior!
Posterior!
True value!

https://buqeye.github.io/
Jupyter notebooks here!

https://nuclei.mps.ohio-state.edu/

https://bandframework.github.io/

See also later talks and Frontiers in Physics volume on Uncertainty Quantification in Nuclear Physics

Slides: http://bit.ly/3vTc0IW
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Input parameters and their precision
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The first steps towards getting few-% cross-section uncertainties are understanding what input 
parameters we will need and what precision we will need them at. 

There is no EFT that coverages over all of DUNE kinematics 

Lattice QCD can provide inputs to be included in EFTs and nuclear many-body methods

Getting to “Known Unknowns”

10

νA

The first steps towards getting few-% cross-section uncertainties are understanding what 
input parameters we will need and what precision we will need them at.

Nucleon form 
factors

Resonance 
production

Two-body 
currents

Quark and gluon 
PDFs

• There is no EFT that coverages over all of DUNE kinematics 

• We need data-driven nuclear models exploiting the generic hierarchy 
N-nucleon effects >> (N+1)-nucleon effects

• We need several few-nucleon observables (at …% precision) as inputs to 
anchor these models in experimental data + Standard Model theory

Courtesy of M. Wagman
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Quantifying form factor uncertainties
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9

FIG. 2. The nucleon axial form factor FA(Q
2) determined us-

ing fits to neutrino-deuteron scattering data using the model-
independent z expansion from Ref. [65] (D2 Meyer et al.)
are shown as a blue band in the top panel. LQCD results
are shown for comparison from Ref. [30] (LQCD Bali et al.,
green), Ref. [34] (LQCD Park et al., red) and Ref. [35] (LQCD
Djukanovic et al., purple). Bands show combined statistical
and systematic uncertainties in all cases, see the main text
for more details. A dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0
GeV and a 1.4% uncertainty [107] is also shown for compari-
son (black). The lower panel shows the absolute value of the
di↵erence between D2 Meyer et al. and LQCD Bali et al.
results divided by their uncertainties added in quadrature,
denoted �FA/�; very similar results are obtained using the
other LQCD results.

factor results determined from experimental neutrino-
deuteron scattering data in Ref. [65]. Fits were performed
using results with Q

2
 1 GeV2 in Refs. [30, 34, 65] and

with Q
2
 0.7 GeV2 in Ref. [35] with the parameteri-

zation provided by the z expansion used to extrapolate
form factor results to larger Q

2. Clear agreement be-
tween di↵erent LQCD calculations can be seen. However,
the LQCD axial form factor results are 2-3� larger than
the results of Ref. [65] for Q

2 & 0.3 GeV2. The e↵ects of
this form factor tension on neutrino-nucleus cross section
predictions is studied using nuclear many-body calcula-
tions with the GFMC and SF methods in Sec. IV below.
The LQCD results of Refs. [30, 34] lead to nearly in-
distinguishable cross-section results that will be denoted
“LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.” or “LQCD” below and
used for comparison with the deuterium bubble-chamber
analysis of Ref. [65], denoted “D2 Meyer et al.” or “D2”
below.

IV. FLUX-AVERAGED CROSS SECTION
RESULTS

To evaluate both the nuclear model and nucleon axial
form factor dependence of neutrino-nucleus cross-section
predictions and their agreement with data, the GFMC
and spectral function methods are used to predict flux-
averaged cross sections that can be compared with data
from the T2K and MiniBooNE experiments. The Mini-
BooNE data for this comparison is a double di↵eren-
tial CCQE measurement where the main CC1⇡+ back-
ground has been subtracted using a tuned model [13],
and the T2K data is a double di↵erential CC0⇡ measure-
ment [114]. Muon neutrino flux-averaged cross sections
were calculated from

d�

dTµd cos ✓µ

=

Z
dE⌫�(E⌫)

d�(E⌫)

dTµd cos ✓µ

, (43)

where �(E⌫) are the normalized ⌫µ fluxes from Mini-
BooNE and T2K. Details on the neutrino fluxes for
each experiment can be found in the references above.

d�(E⌫)
dTµd cos ✓µ

are the corresponding inclusive cross sections

computed using the GFMC and SF methods as described
in Sec. II.

The fractional contribution of the axial form factor
to the one-body piece of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged
cross section is determined by including only pure axial
and axial-vector interference terms in the cross section
and shown in Fig. 3. These pure axial and axial-vector
interference terms account for half or more of the to-
tal one-body cross section for most Tµ and cos ✓µ, which
emphasizes the need for an accurate determination of the
nucleon axial form factor.

Figures 4 and 5 show the GFMC and SF predictions for
MiniBooNE and T2K, respectively, including the break-
down into one-body and two-body contributions. For
these comparisons we use the D2 Meyer et al. z expan-
sion for FA. Two features of the calculations should be
noted before discussing the results of these comparisons.
First, the uncertainty bands in the SF come only from the
axial form factor, while the GFMC error bands include
axial form factor uncertainties as well as a combination
of GFMC statistical errors and uncertainties associated
with the maximum-entropy inversion. Secondly, the axial
form factor enters into the SF only in the one-body term,
in contrast to the GFMC prediction where it enters into
both the one-body and one and two-body interference
term.

Below in Table I we quantify the di↵erences between
GFMC and SF predictions for both MiniBooNE and
T2K. The percent di↵erence in the di↵erential cross sec-
tions at each model’s peak are shown. The GFMC predic-
tions are up to 20% larger in backwards angle regions for
MiniBooNE and 13% larger for T2K in the same back-
ward region. The agreement between GFMC and SF
predictions is better at more forward angles but a 5-10%
di↵erence persists.
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Different determinations of nucleon axial form factor 
using the z-expansion
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is in contrast with the nucleon vector form factors in
Eq. (12), which can be precisely determined using high-
statistics electron scattering experiments [101–105]. Cur-
rent experimental constraints on nucleon axial form fac-
tors come from beta decay measurements, neutrino scat-
tering on nuclear targets, and pion electroproduction [4–
8, 10–12, 64, 65]. These give weak constraints on FA

in comparison to the vector form factors, as beta decay
is only sensitive the absolute normalization gA = FA(0)
and neutrino scattering and pion electroproduction ex-
periments are limited by both statistics and nuclear mod-
eling uncertainties.

As LQCD calculations of nucleon form factors ma-
ture [27, 28, 30–35], it becomes increasingly important to
quantify the level of axial form factor precision required
to achieve a given level of neutrino-nucleus cross-section
accuracy. This is challenging because axial form factor
e↵ects on flux-averaged neutrino-nucleus cross sections
can be di�cult to disentangle from nuclear e↵ects such
as two-body currents, as evident for example in the dif-
ferences between theoretical descriptions of MiniBooNE
data with either an unexpectedly slow fallo↵ of the ax-
ial form factor with increasing momentum transfer [13]
or with larger than anticipated contributions from two-
body current e↵ects [15–21]. This ambiguity between
one- and two-body current e↵ects on flux-averaged cross
sections makes it essential to quantify the role of the nu-
cleon axial form factor in neutrino-nucleus cross-section
calculations using nuclear e↵ective theories that provide
a consistent theoretical decomposition between one- and
two-body current contributions. The remainder of this
section discusses how to quantify nucleon axial form fac-
tor e↵ects on neutrino-nucleus cross-section calculations
based on the model-independent z expansion and how to
estimate nucleon axial form faction precision needs us-
ing the GFMC and spectral function methods discussed
above.

A. Parametrization

Historically a dipole parametrization has often been
used for the axial form factor

FA(Q2) =
gA

(1 + Q2/M2
A
)2

, (33)

where gA = 1.2723(23) has been measured from neutron
beta decay [106], and MA = 1.014 ± 0.014 GeV [107].
However, this one-parameter form is not expressive
enough to describe the shape of the axial form factor pre-
dicted by QCD. It has been demonstrated in Refs. [64, 65]
that assuming that the dipole parameterization is valid
when fitting to experimental results can lead to form fac-
tor fits with uncertainties that are underestimated by a
factor of ⇠ 5 in comparison to those determined using
fits based o↵ a model-independent z expansion.

Axial form factors in QCD are analytic functions of
Q

2 for Q
2 = �t > �tc, where tc is the location of the

t-channel cut, which enables an analytic function z(Q2)
to be defined as [62–64]

z(Q2) =

p
tc + Q2 �

p
tc � t0p

tc + Q2 +
p

tc � t0

, (34)

where t0 is an arbitrary parameter whose choice is dis-
cussed in Sec. III B below. For FA the cut starts at
tc = 9m

2
⇡
. Because |z| < 1, the axial form factor can

be expanded as a power series in z(Q2) for the Q
2

> 0
domain of interest for neutrino-nucleus scattering,

FA(Q2) =
1X

k=0

ak z(Q2)k
⇡

kmaxX

k=0

ak z(Q2)k
, (35)

where the z expansion coe�cients ak include nucleon
structure information and kmax is a truncation parame-
ter required to make the number of expansion parameters
finite. The parameter a0 can be fixed by the sum rule

kmaxX

k=0

akz(0)k = gA. (36)

Constraints on the ak are also obtained by enforcing the
correct large Q

2 behavior of the axial form factor, which
is predicted by perturbative QCD to be Q

�4 up to loga-
rithmic corrections [108]. This asymptotic Q

�4 behavior
can be enforced by demanding that FA(Q2) and its first
three derivatives with respect to 1/Q vanish for asymp-
totically large Q

2, corresponding to z = 1, which is equiv-
alent to

d
n

dzn
FA

����
z=1

= 0 ; n = 0, 1, 2, 3, (37)

and therefore leads to the sum rules [109]

kmaxX

k=n

k!

(k � n)!
ak = 0 ; n = 0, 1, 2, 3. (38)

In practice, these constraints can be satisfied by first de-
termining the kmax and a1, . . . , akmax preferred by a fit to
data (with a0 either treated as an additional independent
parameters or as being fixed by the constraint Eq. (36)),
and then replacing kmax with kmax + 4 and solving for
the four unconstrained coe�cients using Eq. (38). The
remaining ak must then be fixed by information on the
Q

2-dependence of the axial form factor determined the-
oretically using LQCD calculations or experimentally by
fitting neutrino-nucleus scattering and/or pion electro-
production data.

The z expansion can be used to provide a model-
independent definition of the dependence of neutrino-
nucleus cross-section uncertainties on nucleon axial form
factor uncertainties. Any function �(FA, X) that de-
pends on the axial form factor, as well as any number
of additional independent form factors and parameters

LQCD results are 2-3σ larger than D2 Meyer ones for 
Q2 > 0.3 GeV2

UQ independent on assumptions about the shape 
of the axial form factor.

Use different axial form factors leads to ~ 
20% difference in the cross section at 
the peak

Studies able to determine the target precision 
for the input parameters are critical

D.Simons, N. Steinberg et al, arXiv:2210.02455
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MiniBooNE 0.2 < cos ✓µ < 0.3 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.8 < cos ✓µ < 0.9
SF Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 16.3 17.1 9.3

GFMC Di↵erence in d�peak (%) 18.6 17.1 12.2

T2K 0.0 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 0.80 < cos ✓µ < 0.85 0.94 < cos ✓µ < 0.98
SF di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.3 8.2 3.3

GFMC di↵erence in d�peak (%) 15.8 8.0 4.6

TABLE II. Percent increase in d�
dTµd cos ✓µ

at the quasielastic peak between predictions using LQCD Bali et al./Park et al.

z expansion versus D2 Meyer et al. z expansion nucleon axial form factor results.

FIG. 7. The ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for MiniBooNE. The top panel shows Spectral Function predictions in
three bins of cos ✓µ with the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion FA in blue, as well as the LQCD Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion
FA in green. The dipole parameterization with MA = 1.0 GeV is shown without uncertainties as a black line. The lower
panel shows GFMC predictions using the same set of axial form factors, although in the GFMC case systematic uncertainties
including those arising from inversion of the Euclidean response functions are included in all results and the MA = 1.0 GeV
dipole form factor results are therefore shown as a black band.

dipole parameterization of FA as well as modified dipole
parameterizations of C

A

5 , and therefore it is possible that
these uncertainties are still underestimated. Even less is
known about the uncertainty in determining ⇤R [89]. A
15% variation in either C

A

5 (0) or ⇤R changes the flux-
averaged cross section by roughly 5%, and it will there-
fore be important to obtain more information on these
parameters in order to achieve few-percent precision on
cross-section predictions.

Focusing now on FA, Figs. 7 and 8 compare flux-
averaged cross sections with di↵erent axial form factor
determinations: a dipole form factor with MA = 1.0
GeV, the D2 Meyer et al. z expansion, and the LQCD
Bali et al./Park et al. z expansion. One can see that

the LQCD z expansion increases the normalization of
the cross section across the whole phase space, with sig-
nificantly more enhancement in the bins of low cos ✓µ

corresponding to backward angles and higher Q
2. This

is quantified in Table II, which shows the percentage dif-
ference in the peak values of d�

dTµd cos ✓µ
for the LQCD

and D2 z expansion results. The LQCD prediction in-
creases the peak cross section between 10-20%, with the
discrepancy growing at backwards angles.

To investigate the sensitivity of the flux-averaged dif-
ferential cross section to variations in the axial form fac-
tor, derivatives of the MiniBooNE cross section with re-
spect to the model-independent z expansion parameters
ak are computed as described in Sec. III A. Figure 9
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams describing of the first two contri-
butions to the two-body currents associated with�-excitation
processes. Solid, thick green, and dashed lines correspond to
nucleons, deltas, pions, respectively. The wavy line represents
the vector boson.
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where k
0 and p

0 are the initial and final momentum of
the second nucleon, respectively, while k

0
⇡

= p
0
� k

0 is
the momentum of the ⇡ exchanged in the two depicted
diagrams of Fig. 1, f

⇤=2.14, and

⇧(k⇡) =
�5/k⇡

k2
⇡
� m2

⇡

, (17)

F⇡N�(k⇡) =
⇤2
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⇤2
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, (18)

F⇡NN (k⇡) =
⇤2

⇡
� m

2
⇡

⇤2
⇡
� k2

⇡

, (19)

with ⇤⇡N� = 1150 MeV and ⇤⇡ = 1300 MeV. The term
⌧± = (⌧x±i⌧y)/2 is the isospin raising/lowering operator.
In Eq. (16), j

µ

a
and j

µ

b
denote the N ! � transition

vertices of diagram (a) and (b) of Fig. 1, respectively.
The expression of j
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a
is given by
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where k is the momentum of the initial nucleon which ab-
sorbs the incoming momentum q̃ and p� = q̃+k, yielding
p
0
� = e(k) + !̃. We introduced q̃ = (!̃,q) to account for

the fact that the initial nucleons are o↵-shell. A similar
definition can be written down for j

µ

b
; more details are

reported in Ref. [23, 24]. For C
V

3 we adopted the model
of Ref. [87], yielding

C
V

3 =
2.13

(1 � q2/M2
V

)2
1

1 � q2/(4M
2
V

)
, (21)

with MV = 0.84 GeV. Following the discussion of
Ref. [86], we neglected the terms C

V

4 and C
V

5 which are
expected to be suppressed by O(k/mN ), while C

V

6 = 0 by
conservation of the vector current. However, it is worth
mentioning that including these terms in the current op-
erator would not pose any conceptual di�culty. To be
consistent, in the axial part we only retain the leading
contribution of Eq. (20), which is the term proportional
to C

A

5 defined as [88]

C
A

5 =
1.2

(1 � q2/MA�)2
⇥

1

1 � q2/(3MA�)2)
, (22)

with MA� = 1.05 GeV.
The Rarita-Schwinger propagator

G
↵�(p�) =

P
↵�(p�)

p
2
� � M

2
�

, (23)

is proportional to the spin 3/2 projection operator
P

↵�(p�). In order to account for the possible decay
of the � into a physical ⇡N , we replace M� ! M� �

i�(p�)/2 [89, 90] where the last term is the energy de-
pendent decay width given by

�(p�) =
(4f⇡N�)2

12⇡m2
⇡

|d|3
p

s
(mN + Ed)R(r2) . (24)

In the above equation, (4f⇡N�)2/(4⇡) = 0.38, s = p
2
�

is the invariant mass, d is the decay three-momentum in
the ⇡N center of mass frame, such that

|d|2 =
1

4s
[s � (mN + m⇡)2][s � (mN � m⇡)2] (25)

and Ed =
p

m
2
N

+ d2 is the associated energy. The ad-
ditional factor

R(r2) =

✓
⇤2

R

⇤2
R
� r2

◆
, (26)

depending on the ⇡N three-momentum r, with r2 =
(Ed �

p
m2

⇡
+ d2)2 � 4d2 and ⇤2

R
= 0.95 m

2
N

, is in-
troduced to improve the description of the experimental
phase-shift �33 [89]. The medium e↵ects on the � prop-
agator are accounted for by modifying the decay width
as

��(p�) ! ��(p�) � 2Im[U�(p�, ⇢ = ⇢0)], (27)

The largest contributions to two-body currents arise from 
resonant  transitions yielding pion productionN ! �

12

FIG. 5. Breakdown into one- and two-body current contributions of the ⌫µ flux-averaged di↵erential cross sections for T2K.
The color code is as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Percent change in the value of the MiniBooNE flux-averaged cross section for 0.5 < cos ✓µ < 0.6 vs. percent change in
two parameters describing � resonance production and decay entering calculations of two-body current (MEC) e↵ects: CA

5 (Q2)
is the dominant N ! � transition form factor, and ⇤R renormalizes the self energy of the � as described in Sec. II B.

found for ⇤R. Current extractions of C5(0) rely on single
pion production data from deuterium bubble chamber
experiments [10–12], and due to limited statistics model
assumptions on the relations between N ! � transition
form factors are typically included to reduce the number

of fit parameters. Depending on the model assumptions
used, the resulting uncertainty on C5(0) is estimated
to be 10-15% in the analysis of Ref. [122], with similar
though slightly less conservative uncertainties estimated
in Refs. [85, 121]. Note that all of these analysis assume a

The normalization of the dominant  transition 
form factor needs be known to 3% precision to achieve 
1% cross-section precision for MiniBooNE kinematics 

N ! �

State-of-the-art determinations of this form factor from 
experimental data on pion electroproduction achieve 
10-15% precision (under some assumptions) 

Hernandez et al, PRD 81 (2010) 

Further constraints on  transition relevant for 
two-body currents and π production will be necessary to 
achieve few-percent cross-section precision 

N ! �

D.Simons, N. Steinberg 
et al arXiv:2210.02455
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FIG. 10. Left Panel: from Ref. [65], inclusive double-di↵erential cross sections for electron scat-
tering on 3He at 469 MeV and 54� scattering angle. The blue points represent the experimental
data of Ref. [313]. The black and green curves correspond to the GFMC one- and one- plus two-
body current contributions. The yellow solid and dashed curves display the STA one- and one-
plus two-body current calculations and the red dashed line show the SF results, where only the
one-body current operator has been included. Right Panel: Inclusive 12C(e,e’) cross sections at
730 MeV and 37� scattering angle. The theoretical calculations have been obtained within the
SF approach using an extended factorization scheme. The short- dashed (blue) line and dashed
(red) line correspond to one- and two-body current contributions, respectively. The dash-dotted
(magenta) lines represent ⇡-production contributions. The solid (black) line is the total result.
The figure is adapted from Ref. [250].

For leptons and, in particular, (anti)neutrinos scattering o↵ an extended system such as a
nuclear target the inclusive cross section per unit volume in the Laboratory frame is given
by

d

d3r

✓
d�

d⌦(k0)dk00

◆
=

C

4⇡2

|~k0
|

|~k|
L↵�W

↵� . (30)

Constant C is process specific. For example in the case of neutrino-induced charge current
interactions involving only light quarks (such as quasielastic scattering or pion production),
C = (GFVud)2 while the leptonic tensor is

L↵� = k↵k
0
�
+ k0

↵
k� � g↵�k · k0

± i✏↵���k
0�k� (31)

where k(k0) are the initial (final) lepton momenta. The hadronic tensor W↵�, introduced in
Eq. 21 can be expressed in terms of the so-called polarization propagator [403]

W↵� = �
1

⇡
Im⇧↵� . (32)

Some examples of di↵erent pieces of the polarization propagator are diagrammatically rep-
resented in Fig 11. Internal lines denote in-medium propagators of particle and hole states.

32

FIG. 8. Electromagnetic longitudinal response function for 40Ca for q = 300MeV/c calculated
with two �EFT forces in comparison to experimental data [383]. Figure adapted from Ref. [384].

with the GFMC ones. Both the GFMC and the AFDMC method, while being extremely
accurate, su↵er some limitations that hamper their direct applicability to the forthcoming
DUNE data analysis. In particular, they can not address exclusive reactions and include
fully-realistic kinematics and currents. However, they will provide invaluable benchmarks
on inclusive observables up to the moderate momentum transfer regime, for the more ap-
proximate methods discussed below.

Coupled-cluster approach
Another many-body method that can be used to compute response functions and lepton-
nucleus cross sections is coupled-cluster theory. In this theory, one imprints correlations
onto a starting Slater determinant using an exponential ansatz [389]. Response functions
can be computed within the Lorentz integral transform method [390], leading to the solution
of a coupled-cluster equation of motion [391]. Recently, the longitudinal response function
of 40Ca was investigated using �EFT potentials and one-body currents. As very good de-
scription of the electron scattering experimental data was obtained, as shown in Figure 8.
This approach can be extended to neutrino scattering in the quasi-elastic region. Nuclei
such as 16O and 40Ar, which are typical targets in neutrino long-baseline experiments, are
within the reach of this many-body method. More e↵ort will need to be devoted into the
inclusion of two-body currents, which have to be expanded into multipoles, and higher order
correlations, which might be important at intermediate momentum transfer.

Microscopic factorization approaches
Methods based on the factorization of the final hadronic state, such as those relying on
the spectral function (SF) of the nucleus [64, 250, 392] and the short-time approximation
(STA) [393] are suitable to study larger nuclear systems (A > 12) relevant to the experi-
mental program, while retaining most of the important e↵ects coming from multi-nucleon
physics.

The STA [393] algorithm has been developed to calculate nuclear responses in nuclei
with A > 12 within a QMC framework. At present, is has been tested within the VMC

Different Chiral EFT interactions can be 
used as input of the nuclear calculation 

Comparing different nuclear many-body methods 
is necessary to assess the uncertainty associated 
with factorization schemes, non-relativistic 
kinematics

Andreoli et al, Phys.Rev.C 105 (2022) 1, 014002

Sobczyk et al, Phys.Rev.Lett. 127 (2021) 7, 072501
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Testing our models
Semi-exclusive electron scattering data provide input and allow to test the accuracy of 
interaction models and event generators used in oscillation analyses5.1 Current and Planned Experiments 16
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Figure 3: (Left) Comparison of the cross sections per nucleon for aluminum, argon [39], titanium [37],
and carbon [37] measured at beam energy 2.222 GeV and scattering angle 15.54¶. The average nucleon
number for every target is calculated according to the natural abundances of isotopes, see details in the
text. The bands represent the total uncertainties. Figure from Ref. [76]. (Right) Six-fold di�erential cross
section for argon as a function of missing momentum integrated over Em from 0 to 27 MeV. Figure from
Ref. [79].

The availability of the inclusive data will be essential for the development of accurate models of
the lepton scattering o� argon and titanium [80]. The ultimate goal of the exclusive analysis is the
determination of the spectral functions. The results of this e�ort will provide the input for sampling
momentum and energy of the target nucleons, thus allowing for a reliable reconstruction of neutrino
interactions in liquid argon detectors.

5.1.2 E4nu at JLab

Overview

The e4‹ e�ort at JLab uses a large acceptance detector to measure wide phase-space exclusive and
semi-exclusive electron-nucleus scattering at known beam energies to test energy reconstruction meth-
ods and interaction models. This includes both existing data taken with the CLAS spectrometer in
1999 and new data taken in winter 2021/22 with the CLAS12 spectrometer.

The incident electron energies of 1 to 6 GeV span the range of typical accelerator-based neutrino
beams, the nuclear targets are similar, and the hadron detection thresholds are similar to those of
tracking neutrino detectors. The data analysis is as similar as possible to neutrino-based ones [81]. For
each exclusive channel, di�erential cross sections are extracted using experimental neutrino methods.
The electron–nucleon cross-section is much more forward peaked than the neutrino cross-section due
to the di�erence in the photon and W ± propagators. Therefore, each event is weighted by Q4, where
Q2 is the square of the four-momentum transfer. The cross sections, typically as a function of the
reconstructed lepton energy, are compared to predictions from the electron mode of neutrino-nucleus
interaction event generators and to the true beam energy (see Fig. 1).

Electron Scattering and Neutrino Physics Snowmass 2021

568 | Nature | Vol 599 | 25 November 2021

Article

e-GENIE using SuSAv2 greatly overpredicts the peak cross-section 
at 1.159 and 2.257 GeV, and substantially underestimates the peak 
cross-section at 4.453 GeV; see Extended Data Fig. 2b. e-GENIE using 
the older G2018 models overestimates the peak cross-section at all 
three incident energies. It also reconstructs the peak position (that 
is, the incident energy) to be 10, 25 and 36 MeV too low for 4He, C and 
Fe, respectively, at all three beam energies. This is due to an error in 
the G2018 QE models.

This beam-energy dependence of the data–GENIE discrepancy could 
have significant implications for neutrino flux reconstruction.

At 1.159 GeV, e-GENIE using SuSAv2 slightly overpredicts the 
low-energy tail and e-GENIE using G2018 is reasonably close. Both 
models greatly overpredict the low-energy tail at the higher beam ener-
gies (see Fig. 3, insets). The tail seems to be dominated by resonance 
production (plus DIS at 4.453 GeV) that did not result in the production 
of other charged particles above detection threshold. This overpre-
diction is also seen in inclusive electron scattering from the proton 
and deuteron, and thus appears to be due to the electron–nucleon 
interaction, rather than the result of nuclear modelling19 (see Methods 
for details).

SuSAv2 describes the peak cross-section equally well for C and for 
Fe, whereas G2018 overestimates the peak cross-section more for Fe 
than for C. Both models predict a greater peak fraction (relative to the 
data) for Fe than for C, particularly at 2.2 GeV; see Extended Data Fig. 2 
and Extended Data Table 1.

Although the (e, e′)0π QE reconstruction of equation (4) gives a much 
broader peak at the true beam energy than the calorimetric energy Ecal 
owing to the effects of nucleon motion (see Extended Data Fig. 4), it has 
the same tail of lower-energy events for the same (e, e′p)1p0π dataset.

Transverse variables and model tuning
Neutrino experiments use ‘single transverse variables’ (STVs) to 
enhance their sensitivity to different aspects of the reaction mecha-
nism. These STVs are independent of the incident neutrino energy29–31,

= + (6)′e p
T T TP P P

α
P P

δ = arccos
⋅

(7)
′

′

e

eT
T T

T T

P P

φ
P P

δ = arccos
⋅

(8)
′

′

e p

e pT
T T

T T

P P

where ′e
TP  and P p

T  are the three-momenta of the detected lepton and 
proton perpendicular to the direction of the incident lepton, respec-
tively, P ′e

T  and P p
T are their respective magnitudes, and PT = |PT|. Purely 

QE events without final-state interactions will have small PT, consistent 
with the motion of the struck nucleon. Events with small PT should thus 
reconstruct to the correct incident energy. δαT measures the angle 
between PT and the transverse momentum transfer (q P= − ′e

T T ) in the 
transverse plane and is isotropic in the absence of final-state interactions. 
δφT measures the opening angle between the detected proton momen-
tum and the transverse momentum transfer and is forward-peaked. δφT 
is intended to probe regions where MEC/2p2h events dominate29–31.

The PT distribution for 2.257-GeV C(e, e′p)1p0π is shown in Fig. 4 (and 
the other targets and energies are shown in Extended Data Fig. 5). Both 
data and e-GENIE peak at relatively low momenta, as expected, and 
both have a large tail extending out to 1 GeV/c and containing about 
half of the measured events. The high-PT tail is predominantly due 
to resonance production that did not result in an additional pion or 
nucleon above the detection threshold. e-GENIE using SuSAv2 repro-
duces the shape of the data moderately well, suggesting adequate 
reaction modelling, including the contribution of non-QE processes 
such as resonance production.

As expected, both data and e-GENIE/SuSAv2 events with 
PT < 200 MeV/c almost all reconstruct to the correct incident energy. 
However, events with PT ≥ 400 MeV/c do not reconstruct to the correct 
energy and are poorly reproduced by e-GENIE.

This disagreement indicates that including high-PT data in oscillation 
analyses could bias the extracted parameters. High-PT data account for 
25–50% of the measured events, and so care must be taken to improve 
the models implemented in GENIE, so that they can reproduce the 
high-PT data. This will be especially true at the higher incident neutrino 
energies expected for DUNE.

The δαT distributions become progressively less isotropic at higher 
energies and heavier targets, indicating the increasing importance of 
FSI and of non-QE reaction mechanisms. GENIE agrees best with data at 
the lowest beam energy. At the higher beam energies GENIE describes 
the relatively flat smaller angles much better than the back-angle peak. 
GENIE also describes the lowest-energy δφT distribution. At higher 
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Different panels show results for different beam energy and target nucleus 
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WHAT MAKES THE SBN PROGRAM UNIQUE?
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Crucial for oscillation searches. 
Sitting close to the neutrino source, SBND plays a unique role. 

It sits before oscillations turn on @eV-scale → it characterizes the beam 
and addresses the dominant systematic uncertainties.

Given its far location and large mass provides big 
exposure to oscillated neutrinos, allowing for a 

high sensitivity oscillation search.

This “PRISM“* feature of SBND allows 
sampling multiple neutrino fluxes in the 

detector.

*Similar to the nu-PRISM and DUNE-PRISM concepts, 
but with a fixed detector.

 Near detector SBND 

Far detector ICARUS 

SBND-PRISM provides unique constraints of 
systematic uncertainties, helps mitigate 
backgrounds, and expands the SBN(D) 

physics potentials.
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SBND is close (110 m) to the neutrino source and 
intentionally positioned offset relative to the beam center.

SBND-PRISM

 LAr Technology
Event imaging  

Fine granularity calorimetry and 
particle identification 
Electron-! separation 

Good timing resolution  
Low energy threshold 

The SBN program will provide an order of magnitude more 
data of neutrino-Argon interactions than is currently 
available (test exclusive predictions)

Leverage the PRISM features of SBND to isolate the 
contribution of different reaction mechanisms and 
constrain systematic uncertainties

Electron Scattering and Neutrino Physics, 2022 Snowmass Summer Study

More on Ornella Palamara’s talk

E12-14-012 @ JLab

e4𝜈 @ JLab
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Event Generation and Simulation
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• Developing and maintaining event generators 
requires tight collaboration between theory, 
experiment, and computing science

The propagation of hadrons through the nuclear medium 
is crucial in the analysis of neutrino oscillation experiments.


Submitted to the US Community Study
on the Future of Particle Physics (Snowmass 2021)

Event Generators for High-Energy Physics Experiments

We provide an overview of the status of Monte-Carlo event generators for high-energy particle
physics. Guided by the experimental needs and requirements, we highlight areas of active de-
velopment, and opportunities for future improvements. Particular emphasis is given to physics
models and algorithms that are employed across a variety of experiments. These common themes
in event generator development lead to a more comprehensive understanding of physics at the
highest energies and intensities, and allow models to be tested against a wealth of data that have
been accumulated over the past decades. A cohesive approach to event generator development will
allow these models to be further improved and systematic uncertainties to be reduced, directly
contributing to future experimental success. Event generators are part of a much larger ecosystem
of computational tools. They typically involve a number of unknown model parameters that must
be tuned to experimental data, while maintaining the integrity of the underlying physics models.
Making both these data, and the analyses with which they have been obtained accessible to future
users is an essential aspect of open science and data preservation. It ensures the consistency of
physics models across a variety of experiments.
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Event generators typically involve a number of unknown 
model parameters that must be tuned to experimental 
data, while maintaining the integrity of the underlying 
physics models. 


Next-generation uncertainty quantification will permit a better understanding of how to tune models to 
experiment. 

Event Generators for High-Energy Physics Experiments,  
2022 Snowmass Summer Study 
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EVENT GENERATORS

A number of event generators “on 
the market”

Each makes different approximations 
and assumptions — can produce 
different predictions even for the 
same model. Implementation 
choices are important
Many generators also tune 
theoretical models to data → 
“effective” models that can match 
data better but may not be as 
predictive in other distributions that 
are also important

Motivation: Oscillation Neutrino Interactions How to measure a cross section Experimental Measurements

Different Monte Carlo event generators


ACHILLES is a novel effort carried out at Fermilab


Event Generation and Simulation

Event generators are used to predict signal, 
backgrounds and efficiency


The theoretical error from the interaction vertex 
needs to be consistently propagated / combined 
through the intra-nuclear cascade 

Reweighting procedures only allow one to 
propagate a subset of model uncertainties.

Simulate the entire process using different inputs 
requires highly optimized codes and high 
performance computing

mailto:nrocco@fnal.gov
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Simulate neutrino-nucleus cross sections 
to untangle neutrino oscillations from the 
measured interactions

Nuclear Physics:
BSM 

Lattice QCD : Event Generator :

Lattice QCD and νA

Nucleon form 
factors transition form factors

N, ⇡, �
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Multi-nucleon 
currents

Nucleon / nuclear 
PDFs

LQCD can provide accurate constraints on          scattering across energies⌫A
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See USQCD         white paper: Kronfeld et al Eur. Phys. J. A 55 (2019)⌫A
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Summary

initiative of the DOE supporting the neutrino theory community

Support for efforts aimed at strengthening the US neutrino community and its impact on the US 
neutrino experimental program
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